
 

AND Update: This is what WWII was like except that instead of bombs there is silence + 2 other items.  

March 23, 2020 

To: As Nurses and Doctors List 

From: Norbert Goldfield 

Three items and as always feedback welcome.  

a. On Sunday, I spoke with my last surviving relative (94) of World War II. She is from Hong Kong 

and was in a prisoner of war camp in Hong Kong for much of the war. She lives in a small town in 

England and is restricted to home. Yes, she said, this is very much like World War II (for her, I 

emphasize = I am not universalizing it) but instead of hearing bombs falling, she said…there is 

just silence... I spoke with a physician colleague in Italy Sunday. Clearly exhausted from the 12 

hour days, and home restriction. And no mail service – period. Yet, every person in Italy who is 

not working gets sick leave pay – that is just part of a humane political system (just like everyone 

in Italy has health insurance – a mixture of public and private).  

b. With my patients, today I am dealing with patients who work at nursing homes and were 

exposed to the Covid infected patients, have symptoms and were still told to come in to work (I 

told her to stay out of work); a prison guard who has flu type symptoms and is afraid of Covid (I 

prescribed Tamiflu and told her to stay home); and then there is the usual – 2 patients with 

asthma out of control (prednisone etc); and a diabetic patient with a gangrenous toe (antibiotic 

and evaluate tmoro) – all managed by phone – for now.  

c. Re AND – largely focused on arranging for roundtables in the next 1-2 weeks between health 

professionals and their member of Congress. I am also working on my contacts who have 

contacts one step removed from Republican governors. I am still hoping that R governors will 

lean on Trump to put in place Andrew Goldstein’s recommendation: shelter in place.  

https://thehill.com/opinion/healthcare/488585-a-plea-from-nyc-physicians-our-window-of-

opportunity-is-closing-to-avoid  

Response so far: from one R governor: There is no way “x” governor is going to back a 

statewide shelter in place order. And why is that? Well this morning’s headline explains it: 

Trump suggests coronavirus containment measures may be too extreme as more 

states issue stay-at-home orders. On a more positive note: a shout out of thanks to Don 

Berwick on AND’s Board of Advisors for his great article in today’s NYT:  

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/23/opinion/coronavirus-

doctors.html?action=click&module=Opinion&pgtype=Homepage 
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